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SYNOPSIS 

A series of charts have been. derived by Francis F. Escoffier and Marden B. 
Boyd in Nov. 1962, (ll* to assist in the design of rectangular, trapezoidal (with side 

slopes of 1:1 1:2 and 1:3), and circular channels. 

They adopted three simple derived parameters in these charts: one a function 

of channel discharge and base width; another, a function of the depth of flow and 

the ba:::.e width; and a third, a function of the channel slope, roughness, and base 

width. In the case of a circular channel, the base width is replaced with the dia

meter. Each of the charts is divided into three zones, repre記nting tranquil flow, 

steady-rapid flow, and pulsating flow. The last zone of flow represents channels in 

which roll waves are apt to form. 

At the suggestion of Prandtl, Kirschmer explained that the effect of channel 

shape may be due to the development of secondary flow. which is apparently more 

pronounced in square-cornered sections than modified rounded sections. A high 

secondary flow involves high energy loss and thus accounts for high channel resis

tance. From this point of view, the author of this paper is intended to develop a 

series of charts of such rounded regular shapes of sections (involving parabolic 

section) for design purpo田. Besides, the chart of trapezoidal section with side 
. v 3 slope 1 . (the best hydraulic section) is also derived in order to compare with 

one of the three other slopes which have been derived by Escoffier and Boyd. 

At the end of this paper, with those rounded and unrounded shapes of cross 

sections, a series of discussions and comparisons are made on its stability for flow 

conditions and the effect among those various geometric conditions or shapes. 

I. In仕oduction

This paper is concerned with an analytical procedure based on the Manning 

formula. This procedure is of particular value because it defines the transition 

from tranquil flow to rapid flow and also from steady flow to pulsating flow by 

means of three relatively simple parameters which have been explained in the synopsis. 

Rectilinear plots using these derived parameters r巴sulting in charts of those 

round司cornered sections are useful to the designer concerned with open-channel 

flow problems. These charts are considered to be a立 inprovement over other me

thods because they graphically show the relationship between several types of flow 

and because only one chart is required to define the flow conditions tha t can occur 

in a channnel of specific geometry. The development of the analytical procedure 

for defining several types of open-channel flow are described. The procedure is 

* The number in the bracket denotes the number of the references in the end of this papeι 
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adapted to a graphical solution for open-channel flow problems in which criteria 

for tranquil, rapid and pulsating flows are combined in a single chart. 

The four shapes of cross sections, with top width T and depth y which will 

be derived in this paper are sketched as follows: 

FIJI、“〉

R。隨叫，COY'1e.,.cl
R~o"j\e. 

(Y-.uy ,.,u_<f) 

Fi',f 1-(b) 

Po!!γobofa 

·x·－需）y
句J-(c)

Round botto..,ecl 
( '7于＇＂＂1/e

Y＝~'f ;J<1) 
f,q 1 -(<} 

Four design charts will be derived from the above four sections separately. In

eluding the three charts which has been derived by Escoffier and Boyd, there would 

be seven design charts with both rounded and unrounded sections. A thorough 

discussion among the square-cornered and the round-cornered rectangles, the 

parabola and the round咽bottomed triangle are made separately on its stability for 

flow conditions. A comparison between the best trapezoidal section and the section 

of side slopes "1 : 1”, arc made in order to watch out the efficiency between the 

best hydraulic section and the others. 

II. Notation and Description 

The following symbols are adopted for use in this paper: 

A=cross ‘ sectional area of channel section, in square feet; 
b =bottom width in rectangular or trapezoidal sections and diameter in circular 

section, in feet; 
C =critical velocity or celerity of a gravity wave, in feet/sec ; 
D =hydraulic depth or mean depth, in feet; 
F .•~Fromk nnrnber; 

g =gravitational acceleration, in feet per second per second; 
n =Manning roughness coefficient; 
P =wetted perimeter, in feet; 
Q =discharge, in cubic feet per second; 

R =hydraulic radius, in feet; 
r =the radius of the rounded corner in the rounded sections, in feet; 
S =slope of channel bottom; 

t =time, in second; 
V =mean velocity in channel section, in feet per second; 
V0=normal velocity in channel section, in feet per second; 
T =width at water surface, in feet; 
x =distance along channel measured in down stream direction, in feet; 
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y =depth above lowest point in channel section, in feet; 

w =stage variable. 

The related derived parameters are as follows: 

t＝－ζ ﹔ ρ＝豆， h旱，
s吉 b ·~· 

L 1 t-1). J = n 

a ＝合（no dime心叫， t:=-& (dimensions: 

III. Geometrical Consideration for the Four Channel Shapes 

In theoretical development, we assume that the open-channel resistance is 

properly express.ed by the Manning formula: 

1.486 且句
Vo=---;-S主 R 吉............................................................................. ·(1) 

Hence, the discharge Q can be represented as: 

1.48§ .l_ Q=AVo=-Il. AS全 R 古.............................. ·······································(2) 

Each symbol in the above equations can be found in Sec. II. 

We now introduce the four parameters: 

ρ＝﹔ α寸， J＝守主 and E去，
and from these, the Manning formula can be written as: 

Vo=l~stRl =1.486. 哇哇．的．喧．．．．．．． ...................﹒開
n b音

。r Vo=l.486} b告 ρ吾·····································································（3)'

Q S告 bit A R昔From Eq. （劫，一一＝ 1 486 一一←一﹒一－ .........................................................但）
b喜. n b2 b 去

。r f=(l.486αp ~ )J .......................................................................帥，

有

。 TJm 
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Eq. 帥， is the most foundamental equation and will be used for constructing the 

basic graphs on the design charts. For various channel shapes, the parameters a 
and ρare both functions of another parameter t. Therefore, for a particular 

channel section and a given value of ~. all values of J and f;; will lie on a straight 

The slope of the line line passing through the origin and with ~lope 

will vary for C司values as illustrated in Fig. 2. above. 

The functional relations between each of the three parametersα， ρand σwith 

Fig. 1-(a), (b), (c), and (d) will now be 

1.486αρ宮﹒

shapes of sections as in t for the four 

derivedl2l. 

. v 3 (a) Trapezoidal section (with side slope 1 ： 「f for each side): 

Refer to Fig. 1－一（a),

T=b十有主門＋片主（－~） b＝昀＋毛主。 · (5-a) 

····(5-b) A=tY（叫）＝y(b十字非b2~（ 1＋字。

．．．．．但－ c)

• b2t(l ＋主；£n
且：：~ 0 v 3 

α寸計＝－ ba ~ =t(l十了。... .............................. c日〉

R A ＝你＋字。 ＝d]±y_乏主）
供了＝bP i..zr1 ..t.4V 3 !-\ \#4v 3 !; } .(5-e) 

3 

P=b+2v :Y4TY2=b(l+2t ﹒ 2→）＝ b(l＋其主。
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Round-cornered Rectangle. 

Refer to Fig. 1一（b),

T=b+2r=b+2µy=b(l+2µt;) ··················································· (6-a) 

A=Ty-2r2＋訐r2 =Ty一（2-f)r2 

= b(l +2µny-0.43µ2y2= bat;〔1+(2-0.43的µt;〕........................ (6-b) 

P=2(y-r)+b＋前＝b〔1+(2+1.14µ)t;〕....................................... (6一 c)

α＝合一＝ t;〔1+(2一0.43µ）州 （刊〉
ρ＿ _g__ ~－5-r 1+c2-o.43µ）正 1

- b - -bp 一九τ干也：＋J.~ 14戶5t - J

0_ D A !-l 1+(2-0.43µ)µt; l 
一τ＝w-'L一可吾吾一－J .......................................... (• o 

Parabola (the base width b is replaced with the top width T.): 

Refer t o Fig. 1一（c),

T=b ............. ., ...、................................................. ~ .................. 行－a)

by ＝昔 b2!; ....................................... . ........ ............... (7-b) 

(r=µy, µ<l): 

．．．．．．．．何一叫
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吋<ls= 2Jol正﹛喜）ax=2Jj~~事了x-2ax
＝（ζ）［I莉莉互（學x）＋吋1:-(TxJ＋早已X）〕7
可 1_v盲工否？五＋至三ln(Vb2字百尹＋4y'

8y \ ) 

＝~－﹝vl+I哼哼l州白哥叫ω ·(7一 c)

b2 3 ~ 

ρA i-b2 
＝一＝一一bP 1 ←一一一一 1 一一一一-

互b2(y 1+16t2十主ξln(y l十 16t2+4t)〕

4{; I = C〔←~一一一一一一一一一一－ 1··································· ﹒（7-e)
3 4{;V 1 于·16t2+ln( V 1+1~＋4t)J 
A A 2 』＝一一＝αz一一＝← ｛； ............................................................... (7-f) 
bT b2 3"' 

( d) Round-bottomed Triangle (with side slope 1 : 1 for each side, radius r=µy, 

µ<1. and the base width is also replaced with the top width T.): 

Refer to Fig. 1一（d),

T=b ........................................................................................ (8-a) 
1、盟，， "h2

A＝去－r2(1 一﹔） = ~ -0.21µ2y2= b2(0.25-0.21µ2{;2) ....................但－ b)

P=v 2b-(2-%)r=v 2b一。你y=b(l 41-0.吻。（←c 〕

α＝合＝0.25--0.21µ2{;2 ﹒ 侈的

ρ＿ A 0.25一0. 21µ2{;2 
﹒（弘一 e)

-bf>－一 1.41-0.43µ{;

o＝β－＝α＝0. 25-0. 21µ2t2······ ................................................... (• f) 
bT "' 

IV. CritieaJ Depth Curves and Pulsating Jt'Iow Cu.r-ves. 

The transition from tranguil flow to rapid flow occurs when the normal velocity 

Vo equals the critical velocity C. But the critical velocity is represented by 

C=v gn ............................................................................................. (9) 
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Eq. 仰 can also be rewritten as 
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(15 
S告bf v g • N -b 

1一＝ 1.4的（草）的

Rt 
．．．帥，

p5 
in which the subscript C denotes critical. Since ρand () are functions cf ιthe 

value of Jc can be computed for any desired channel shape and for each given 

t-value to locate the transition point. 

Computation of J 0-values for a number of ?;-values will define the critical depth 

curve which marks the transition from tranquil to steady-rapid flow. 

The derivation of equations in the following section (sect.V) that defines the 

conditions under which waves of instability are likely to develop is essentially as 

presented by Escoffier. (3 l In this derivation, it is assumed that there exists a 

uniform distribution of velocity in the channel cross section. Escoffier represented 

a similar derivaticn fcr the case of nonuniform distribution of velocity in the 

channel cross f.ecticn. 州 Consideration of uniform velocity distribution in the 

section results in a mere conservative equation defining the pulsating flow curve. 

V. Equations of Characteristics 

In open『channel flow, the dynamic and the continuity equations(5l for a uniform 

channel which governing the flow are: 

~＋v莘＋ g去＝gS(l-f-) ... ... .. . . ..…ω 

θY ay__ fJy 
T一一－＋A一一 +VT一一、＝ 0 ................ . .................................................的

iJt Dx 
and 

where the symbols V, t，丸 y, T and S are all noted as in section II If we multiply 

Eq蝸 by a parameter 入 and then plus Eq.恤， we obtain 

θVθVθv Dv V2 
可F→（V＋入的百十λT互i→（g＋λ.VT）可言＝gS(l--y~2 ）﹒

The condition for the left side of Eq. (W to be directional derivative＇們的 in

(x, t) plane is 

1λT ........... （）.~ 
v ＋λA g＋ λ.VT 

orλ＝ ±1/ __ g ___ ...................................................................................帥，
V TA 

Substituting Eq. 帥， into Eq. 帥， we get 

笠十 ·v± .／~）豆豆＋ .Ji＇；［＿（旦旦）＋（g ± .／空﹔1笠＝gS(l 一立）..的
。t \ tr/ T / ax - tr/ A \ at ,I \ ;/ A ) OX \ v 0 J 

or ~＋（v±J夸）~±﹝V吾吾＋（可享十v)y'誓~~＝叫一荐）的，
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But 叫云百＝v芋， and a new 叫abl
to replace y as a measure of the level of water in the channel, thus. 

A y , y E一－一一

－（已！！－＿ r .JgA. _r坐一 f ./ gT dy .......................................關
Jo A Jo~T「 A -J 0~ j「 J

旦旦－1/g于生． 。w = ./fiT 旦旦.............................................徊
。x VT 缸， ---at- tV A- at 

Using these expressions, Eq. 駒， becomes

。V fJV rθw aw 1 V2 \ 
前十（V士C）否正主tat刊V土C）否tJ=gS(l-W)"·· ..................帥

Put U=V±w .......................................................................................... (21) 

where V and w are both functions of t and x, then 

δUθVθwδu av θw 
m=ar-±m ﹔ 3王＝百五－±-a王－ ·····~········· ••• ·································問－

Substituting Eqs.但2) into Eq. 呦， then it may be simplified 

。uθU y3 as -at+CV士的百支＝gS(l一可7) .........................................................間

By using chain rule, we have 

au duθU dx 
m=crt一百五可τ........................................................................側

From this, Eq. 間：） may also be expressed as 

dU f' dx 可 au ya 
百一l<lt 一（V±C)j百五＝gS(l-y;;) ......................... ．．．．．．．．．．間

。uhich. 一一～ are eliminated. 
’ δt 

In order to eliminate the expression in the bracket in Eq. 間， we define an equation, 

which along the path in the (x’。 plane to be dx=(V土C)dt ........................... (26) 

then Eq. 間 becomes

U2 
dU=gS(l一元2-)dt··· ................................................................ (Z/) 

τ72 

or d(V士的＝gS(l一可7)dt ..................................................................捌

Eqs. 巨的） and (28) are the equations of characteristics. 

VI. Interpretation of Equations－一－Instability Criteria 

In Eq. （：紗， the upper (plus) sign represents a pulse or wave point traveling 

downstream with a velocity V +C and will be designated as a forward characteristic. 

Whereas, the lower (minus) sign represents a pulse or wave point traveling with 

a velocity V C, moving upstream or downstream depending on the r elative mag

nitude of V and C, and will be designated as a backward characteristic. 

Now, we ob~.εrve that for the ca~e of uniform flow in which V = V0, the small 

dU 
change indτ can be derived as follow for the small variations 6 V, 6 Vo and 6 W: 
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( V2 l ( 2V o2V • ~ V -2V2 • V。·6Vo 、 2gS
6lgso-w廿一叫一一~ ）＝γ（6Vo-LV) ...倒

From which, we conclude that, along the forward characteristic 

?g:S d(6V+6w) =-v一（6Vo-6 V)dt ....................................‘........... ······(30} 

and along the backward characteristic 

2gS d(c,.V-6w) =-v~(6Vo-6V)dt ·········‘......................................... ···(31) 

門

8

4
+og
-A
> Zor嚀。于 Uf)t{lsi UYbec{ 

:fi。w

向）ue 。干 X
Flj 3 

In Fig. 3, the lines MP and BO(positive slope)represent forward characteristics 

and the line OP (negative slope] a backward characteristic. The zone to the 

right of BO is assumed to be undisturbed uniform flow. A pulse or disturbance 

begins at M and moves downstream along MP. 

In general, the effect of channel friction will be to reduce the magnitude of 

this pulse as it moves downstream, but in the case of steep channels, the opposite 

may be true and the pulse will continue to increase in magnitude. In such a case, 

the flow is called unstable. 

Next, we demonstrate instability criteria. In order to eliminate 6 V, we consider 

the line OP in Fig. 3 to be very short, so that the right side of Eq.'31) to be negligible, 
then, 6V-6w=O ..........................................................................................個

From this, Eq. (30) becomes 
gS 、d6w＝一一（6Vo-6w)dt ···············.-··················································(33) 
•o 

Noting that, V0 is a function of w, it is possible to write 
dVo 6 V 0=-i;},)- 6 w ·· ······· · · ..................................................... ..........﹒論

Substituting Eq. 倒 into Eq. （：指1), then 

gS ( dτr 、d(6w）＝可；；－＼d吉于一1)6w dt ................... .. 
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Let us now discuss Eq. （請i) in three possible cases: 

dV 
~ > 1, then d(,6.w) > 0, or ,0.w increases. In this case, the function of If (a) 

waves of instability along the forward characteristic. 

dV 
-1＜可否已＜l, then d俗的心， or D.w In this interval, the decreases. If (b) 

flow will be steady. 

d"IT • dVo 
<Ff ＜一l, (the companion formula of dW ＞刀， instability occur along 

the backward characteristic. It requires the normal velocity V0 to decrease 

as the stage variable w increases. This is an unusual condition that is met 

in a closed conduit flowing nearly full. 

If ( c) 

J.O 

ο8 
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＆』

斗4
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ω
口
【
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4。了3020 10 。
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FiJ ‘ 4 
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As an illustrative example, Escffier and Boyd gave a ?;'-J diagram (Fig.4) for 

illustrating sever叫 types of flow that may occur in a circular section. 

dVo dVo In this diagram, there are three curv低百＝l，百＝－1, and T=lC叫叫

H 

flow curve). The right 你 of curve (• 1 （即resents rapid flow region and 

dVn dVo 
也e left side, tranquil flow region. The region between curves Twι＝1 and~＝ 

-1 is steady and the other two parts are the pulsating flow regions. Frow above 

classification, the diagram can be divided into four different flow parts, namely; 
tranquil, pulsating tranquil, steady rapid, and pulsating rapid, as shown in Fig. 4. 

The transition from steady flow to pulsating flow occurs when 

dVn 
．．．．伽）CIW--

From Eq. (3)’, we take the derivative Vo with respect to p yields 

dVo＝（音） l.486btρ－ laρ.................................................................. (3甘

and from h﹒闕， dw=C坐＝v＠旦旦叫王dy ..........................................捌
A A V D 

By the definition of ?;, Y=bt or dy=bdt ..........................................側

then, substituting (39) into （刻， we get 

PKM AU LU －g一D
JV 

一－
w dD

-b 一
一

。
。

r dw=y于d?; ··（~ 

since 

From Eqs. (37) and (40) 

且也＿ -1_ l_空空豆豆空 ~p_ ...... .. ... .................................... ............ (4日
dw - 3 y五卅 d?;'

and also compare with Eq. 倒， we get the following result. 

主＿ l_笠旦 rat dρ ＝＋﹞············ ....................... ······ ··········· . . ..岫
3 v·s- ~~－ -

J1 三三士 5. 723 _e__ 1ζ ................. ···· ·· . . ......... . ....................................協
l)t dρ 

or 

where the subscript i refers to the transition part. 

The actual numerical computation of approximate J 1-values for a number of 

t-values will define the pulsating flow curve which marks the transition from 

steady flow to pulsating flow in various ?;'-J charts. 

VII Development and Use of Design Charts (lneluslon of Four 鍋apes)

The formulas which have been derived in the previous articles and will be used 

in constructing design charts-are listed as follows: 

lf=l.486αρ 吾 J ....................................................................... ............. (4)' 
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8告
Jc=3.816~ •••··············· .. ••••••＂＇＇＂＂＂＂＇＂＂＂＂＇＂＂＂＇＇＇＂＇＇＇＇＂＇＂＂＂＇＇＂＂＂＂＂＂＂＇帥，

ρE 

JI=± 5 723-.e!_ 4 ' ........ • " .. ''" ...... ' .. '" .. "" .. " "" .... """ • .. •﹒（的
8告 ρ

with these three formulas and the parameters 4ρand o all (in terms of {;)of the 

four different sections, we would now develop the design charts （~－J diagram) 

separately for the sections of trapezoid, round-cornered rectangle, parabola and 

round-bottomed triangle. Computations required for these charts were made with 

a desk calculator and slide rule using a L:.{;-increment of 0. 004 

(a) Trapez 

Referring to Eqs. (5-a) to (&--f), we obtain the following results. 

α＝tCl＋于t)=t+0.58t2

ρ＝tf主主主主主~－t一主三~t~ ＿
!>\3十 4V3t)-!> 3十 6.93?,"

( +v百c 、 1. 73t2 o=t\3+一一）＝t一一一一一九一一’，可／ 3+3.46?," 
_§P _ 9+10.4?:'+13;'2 
d？，＂一（3+6. 9302- 7 

di; (3十 6.931;)2
crp＝一百干百五E工I有T

~＝〔1.486(1;十 0.自1;2)(1;一一至二三至三一〉吾〕］，
3+6.931; 

(,.. 1. 731;2 'i 告
u 一 一一－·

Jc=3,816 •七 3+3.哼l; !_ 
(,.. 5.2~2 、 t
..一一一．

'., 3+6. 931; } 

(,.. 5.2月~2 、告
一一←

]1=+5,723. ,., 3+6.93υ • ＿（豆士生盟主﹔二
一 , 立主笠仁、全 9+10.41;十 131;2

3+3.461;' 

The design chart (Fig. 5) of this section was obtained by using above express

ions with l;-values ranging from 0. 02 to 0. 98 

( b) Round-cornered Rectangle (r=µy, µ<l) 

Referring to Eqs.(6-a)to(6-f), and further assuming μ＝士（the most possible 

case), we get the following results. 

α＝l;﹝1 十（2-0.43· t）﹒土C〕＝l; + 0.471;2 

ρ＝l;「 1+(2一0.43· 的﹒吾ti一主盟主主
L 1+(2+1.14· 全 )t .J- 1 十2.29t

H﹝.！＿tl~~0.43· 的﹒土tl＝叫警
l +2（音)t .J ~ 

dρ ＿1÷0.94t+ 1.08t2 . dt (1 +2.29t)2 
dF一（1+2.29t)2 ’ d/)=1+0. 94?," + 1. osra 

a rt+0.47t2 、 3←〔1.486也十0.47t )( T+2.2計 JJ

一鈞一
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ft+0.47?;2 、 t
\ 1+0 5t } 

J c=3,816~－，； " ; ，了rt+0.47？：宮、音
\ 1 十 2.29t}

f色色笠巴 t
\ 1+2.29t ) (1 十2.29t)2

Jr ＝士5,723· 一一了百了r,,－，；，，－了，－－－ .一一一一一一←一一f t+0.47?: ＼去 1十 0. 94?:+1. 08t2 
\ 1 十 0.5?; ) 

The design chart with ?;-values ranging from 0. 02 to 0. 98 was plotted as shown 

in Fig. 6. 

( c) Parabola. <21 

Referring to Eqs. (7-a) to (7'一旬， we have the following expressions: 

α＝吉？；＝0.67?;

5. 3?;2 J 5. 3?;2 2?; 
ρ＝ 一一一 一一一－；一一---s=3+W

4?;v 1+16?;2+ ln 〔v1十 16?;2÷4？；﹞ 8~ （ 1 寸：s ra) 
o= i t=0.67t 
_cljJ - 2(3-8?;_:2 立ζ一旦土豆~）2
d~ 一哥哥已2 dρ －2(3=8的

~＝1.鍋clnr~再il1=rl.57se- 3 )-i1 l 3+8s j l \ 3十 8?;2} ) 

（~？：汁
\ I ｛； 告

J 0=3,816一一←一一一－ =1.97于一一τ一I 一主C ﹛ 1告 ( t 1 音
\ 3 十 81;"2) \ 3十 8t/·)

( 2t: \t 4-
\ 3+8?.:2 I dt;" (3+8t;'2 ) ” 

J l = ± 5' 723 : . 于 ﹒一一口士3.9 一一主」一一
f子t！告 dρ （3-8？；咐

The design chart with {;-values varying from 0.02 to 1.58 was plotted as shown 

in Fig. 7. 

( d) Round-bottomed Triangle. (r=-:oµy, µ<1. and with side slope 1:1 for each side). 

Referring to Eq皂，〈各－a) to ( &--f ), and further assuming μ＝告（the most 

possible case), we obtain the following result!:'.: 

α＝0.25一0.21（主）2?;2=0.25-0.05?;2

ρ＝些空空三位1~盟主士一生空二主零三
1.41-0.43（告）？； - 1.41-0.2，：；~ 

8=0.25-0.21（主）2?;2=0.25-0.05?;2

dρ ＿0.06-0.14?;+0.01?;2. F立一一主!:.Q二生空ζL
~一（1.41-0.22S)且， dρ － 0.06一 o.14?;+o. 01?;2 

E=l,486α向＝「1,4部（0.25-0.05?;2）（巴金O瞪口1l \1 ‘ 41 - 0.22?;) j 

(0.25-0.05?;2）告
J. =3,816 ~一一一一－可「。 10.25-0.05?;2\ I 

\l.41-0.22t;) 

(0.25-0.05,;2＼告

J1=±5月3 \1.41-0.22互＿！＿ r._Jt.41一0.哩。2 1 
(0.25-0.05l,"2）告 Lo.06-0.14？；十o.~J

一的一
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The de~:.ign chart with t-values varying from 0. 02 to 0. 50 was plotted as shown 

in Fig. 8. 

The values of the four shapes for each parameter and of each t were computed 

and have been shown in Table I. to 4. From these tables, the above four charts 
(Figs. 5~ 8) have been plotted. 

In hydraulic design of open channels, the discharge of the channel may be 

determined first from hydraulic or hydrologic conditions, and then determine the 

proper channel shapes and assume the bottom widths. When we determine the proper 

shape of the channel, the design charts which have been derived above can be 

applied directly instead of miscellaneous computationf .. 

The general procedure in an open channel design are listed as follows.: 

(I) Determine the discharge of the given channel first. 

(IT) Fix the invert slope normally by local terrain. 

(fil) Select a proper Manning coefficient n appropriate to the material in the 

channel bottom and sides. 

(IV) Assume a proper bottom width. 

(V) Compute the two parameters: 

(VI) Plot the point on the appropriate design chart. The zone in which the point 

plots determines the hydraulic characteristics of the flow for these particular 

channel conditions. 

(W) Since y ＝仰， the normal depth can be obtained. 

〈祖） The critical depth can be obtained by drawing a horizontal line from the 

plotted point to the critical depth curve and taking the interpolated t-value 

and then use the equation y=tb. 

(IX) To examine whether the range which the point falls is desirable or not. The 

critical flow is unstable as uniform flow, since slight changes in energy may 

result in appreciable changes in the depth.l8> Depths of flow within 10% of 

critical flow are also apt to be unstable. Therefore, if the part falls within 

this range, redesign of the channel is recommended and if the point falls in 

the pulsating flow zone, a reduction in the bottom dope is indicated. 

(X) A number of different combinations of channel shape, bottom width, and 

slope can easily be investigated in order to compare the economic or hydraulic 

advantages. 

In com.equence of comparison, the three design charts-trapezoidal (with side 

slope 1: 1), r ectangular and trapezoidal sections which have been derived and plotted 

by Escoffier and Boyd are copied in this paper as shown in Fig. 9, Fig. 10. and 

Fig. 11. 

Seven derived and copied figures (Fig. 5~ Fig. 11), with computed data (Table 1 

~ Table 4) are shown as follows. 

一 10。一
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v3 Table. 1. Computed Data (Traρezoidal Section, Side slope~on 1.) 

n.~學Nit.

(See Fig. 5) 

r d( 
dp I J1=5 723 

多芳 -2• 

J﹒占3.816＇.＇.＿.；菩0 

9.71 7.45 0.0022 0.020 

-

lli
--=

flllli 

a
a
z

旬
，

nvaU T4ro nunu .. nunu 

a ρ 

0.020 0.02 

10.10 6.24 0.0136 0.058 0.062 0.06 

10.92 6.02 0.0320 0.095 0.0860 0.106 0.10 

11.30 5.80 0.0517 0.130 0.1150 0.151 0.14 

11.97 5.46 0.0835 0.165 0.1504 0.198 0.18 

11. 78 5.74 0.1105 0.198 0.1600 0.250 0.22 

12.50 4.90 0.1403 0.230 0.1900 0.300 0.26 

12.90 5.69 0.1822 0.261 0.2080 0.352 0.30 

13.30 5.54 0.2258 0.292 0.2275 0.409 0.34 

13.63 5.13 0.2710 0.322 0.2470 0.464 0.38 

13.88 5.42 0.3260 0.351 0.2650 0.525 0.42 

14.12 5.48 0.3725 0.380 0.2820 0.583 0.46 

5.47 0.4283 0.409 0.2990 0.645 0.50 

5.47 0.4890 0.437 0.3150 0.709 0.54 

5.44 0.5531 0.464 0.3310 0.775 0.58 

5.43 0.6182 0.490 0.3460 0.844 0.62 

5.40 0.6885 0.518 0.3610 0.913 0.66 

5.39 0.7661 0.540 0.3800 0.984 0.70 

5.44 0.8452 0.570 0.3900 1.058 0.74 

5.46 0.9180 0.390 0.4037 1.133 0.78 

5.51 0.9892 0.600 0.4090 1.210 0.82 

5.58 1.0920 0.740 0.4300 1.290 0.86 

1.1954 0.670 0.4500 1.370 0.90 

1.2782 0.070 0.4570 1.451 0.94 

1.4015 

一rl08 一
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Table. 2. Comρuted Data (Round-cornered Rectangular Section) 

(See Fig. 6) 

~ α ρ 。恥 h叫伽api I …6一：！ J…3－~~ ~f 
0.02 0.020 0.019 0.022 0.002 7.48 11.74 

0.06 0.077 0.071 0.075 0.019 6.04 10.70 

0.10 0.102 0.085 0.101 0.030 6.20 10.95 

0.14 0.149 0.113 0.140 0.052 6.03 11.28 

0.18 0.195 0.138 0.179 0.078 6.00 11.63 

0.22 0.242 0.162 0.221 0.102 6.04 11.91 

0.26 0.291 0.181 0.260 0.139 6.07 12.28 

0.30 0.342 0.203 0.298 0.173 6.00 12.80 

0.34 0.395 0.222 0.337 0.216 5.98 13.17 

0. 38 0.448 0.239 0.381 0.256 6.07 13.32 

0.42 0. 503 0.256 0.416 0.303 6.05 13.73 

0.46 0.559 0.272 0.454 0.349 6, 08 13.93 

0.50 0.618 0.288 0.494 0.399 6.12 14.21 

0.54 0.677 0.302 0. 533 0.445 6.15 

0.58 0.738 0.315 0.573 0.509 6.22 

0.62 0.801 0.犯4 0.612 0.571 6.18 

0.66 0.865 0.343 0.652 0.627 6.21 

0.70 0.930 0.355 0.691 0.692 6.28 

0.74 0.997 0.371 0.727 0.763 6.25 

0.78 1.066 0.382 0.767 0.834 6.30 

0.82 1.136 0.394 0.804 0.911 6.34 

0.86 1.210 0.408 0.850 0.989 6.34 

0.90 1.281 0.419 0.883 1.070 6.37 

0.94 1.355 0.432 0.但3 1.149 6.43 

0.98 1.430 0.451 0.973 1.262 6.34 
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Table. 3. Comρuted Data (Parabolic SecUon) 

(See Fig. 7) 

~ α ρ a I slope=l.4叫！ J=3.816吃d ＂~ I J=5.723~告~~
0.02 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.001 8.21 14.92 

0.06 0.041 0.040 0.041 0.007 6.61 13.33 

0.10 0.074 0.065 0.074 0.016 6.10 12.82 

0.14 0.093 0.089 0.093 0.028 5.82 12.90 

0.18 0.122 0.111 0.122 0.041 5.72 13.52 

0.22 0.152 0.132 0.152 0.056 5.72 14.82 

0.26 0.170 0.151 0.170 0.070 5.62 16.50 

0.30 0.202 0.160 0.202 0.088 5.77 18.62 

0.34 0.226 0.173 0.226 0.105 5.84 22.43 

0.38 0.254 0.183 0.254 0.122 5.94 26.60 

0.42 0.282 0.190 0.282 0.138 6.08 33.80 

0.46 0.306 0.196 0.306 0.154 6.22 45.21 

0.50 0.333 0.200 0.333 0.169 6.42 63.04 

0.54 0.360 0.202 0.360 0.184 6.61 107.11 

0.58 0.386 0.204 0.386 0.502 6.80 251.17 

0.62 0.413 0.204 0.413 0.212 7.04 

0.66 0.444 0.202 0.444 0.226 7.31 

0.70 0.474 0.200 0.474 0.237 7.60 

0.74 0.492 0.204 0.492 0.251 7.78 

0.78 0.520 0.198 0.520 0.262 8.05 

0.82 0.545 0.196 0.545 0.276 8.33 

0.86 0.572 0.193 0.572 0.284 8.65 

0.90 0.605 0.190 0.605 0.294 8.91 

0.94 0.627 0.187 0.627 0.306 9.24 

0.98 0.654 0.182 0.654 0. 切9 9.65 
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Table. 4. Cumpt4led Data. (Round-bottomed Triangular Section) 

(See Fig. 8) 

a ρ δ I slope需1.4甜呻叫 Jc =3.816 :;~I J =5. 723-;: 

0.2500 0.1778 0.2500 0.1176 6.02 165.4 

0. 2498 0.1780 0.2498 0.1177 6.00 178.0 

0.2495 0.1792 0.2495 0.1178 5.99 191. 7 

0.2490 0.1805 0.2490 0.1190 5.91 209.5 

0.2480 0.1810 0.2480 0.1188 5.89 229.6 

0.2476 0.1817 0.2476 0.1187 5.89 254.0 

0.2466 0.1823 0.2466 0.1184 5.86 287.0 

0.2455 0.1825 0.2455 0.1172 5.84 332. 0 

0.2440 0.1830 0.2440 0.1170 5.83 407.7 

0.2420 0.1831 0.2420 0.1163 5.81 529.0 

0.1832 0.2400 0.1151 5.78 制5.0

0.2375 0.1827 0.2375 0.1138 5.75 1637 

0.1770 0.2500 0.1170 6.05 8 0.2500 I 

trian曙耶叫叫gu糾帥u叫血larj 
section 

VIII. Rapid Flow O胸前vation一一－Froude Number and Flow Stability 

Most analytical flow stability criteria have been derived for two-dimensional 

fl ew and indicate that unsteady flow conditions exist when the Froude unmber 孔

exceeds 1.5 and 2.0 By definition, the Froude number is the ratio of the normal 

velocity V0 to the critica l velocity in the channel section, 

心T F旦旦﹜ 吋岫

Referring aga!n to Eq. (42): 

一2_ ￥些 l_i_Q主主e_~ -+- 1 
3 l/ g p主 d(;" -4 

which defines the transition point between steady flow and pulsating flow, after 

rearranging, it can be written as: 

2 1.486] 1btρ吾 8 dρ 
） 已－一－ 1=--=+l··········································· · · ··· ···· · ·個3 ygbρdt 

By using Eqs. (3)' and (9) for the expression of V0 and C, respectively, Eq. (45> 

ma y be expressed as 

v。一＋ 3ρd~ c一一－2一 了 dp .............................................................. .... ...... （的
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F一＋ 3 p dt 一一2 -8 ~ ................. ······························（如

dt 
Eq. 間 applies to instability along a forward characteristic if 一一＞ 0 and to 

dρ 
dt instability along a backward characteristic if ~＜O. Thus, Eq馴 can be rewritten 

to indicate that unstable flow conditions will exist when 

ρI dt I 。 1 5 了 1¥1 ...........................................................(48) 

For a tw。dimensional channel (for instance, rectangular channel, where D=y), 

凡︱ 、 dt I -1 ...................................‘............................................. (49) 
0 j 哥一 ︱一

then Eq翩：） becomes simply 
F > 1 5 ... . ........................................................................................﹒（閱）

The experiments of H. J. koloseus, M. ASCE, indicate that for a wide, hydrau

lically rough channel, the Froude number for instability varies from 1. 56 to 1. 64 as 

the resitance coefficient, f, varies from 0.10 to 0. 03 This criterion results from a 

theoretical developmeut which assumes that the resistance coefficient varies with 

relative roughness. The instability criterion, F > 1.5, based on the development 

herein assumes that the resistance coefficient is independent of the relative 

roughness. 

IX. Discussion and Comparison. 

In this section, a series of discussion and comparison are made from those 

seven design charts which have been plotted in section l宜 Fig. 5 to Fig. 11. In 

order to discuss and compare its stability aspect between each similar pair of 

sections, we shall now classify the above seven charts into the following four 

parts: 
”V 苔，，<A > Trapezoidal sections of side slopes －一一 on 1 (the best hydraulic section 

3 

and "1 on 1”(Fig. 5 and Fig. 9, respectively): 

(a) The critical depth curve of each chart as reference, for the same value 

of t=6, Fig.5 indicates t=0.86 and Fig.9. indicates t=O. 79. Since t=f 

it means that for the same base width b, the former section may has 

greater depth y than the latter, or the critical depth turning from 

tranquil flow to rapid flow for the best hydraulic section (side slopes 

!" 3 百一 on 1) is higher than the section with side slopes 1 on 1. In fact, 

we may get the 胡me result for any other value of t. 
( b) The palsating flow curve as reference, in both cases, select (;=6 for ins 

tance, t=0.50 and t=0.4丘 in Fig.5 and Fig.9, respectively. T his indicates 

also that the best hydraulic section has a higher depth than the section 

of slopes 1 on 1. This also means that the best section is less stable for 
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it turns from 8teady rapid flow to pulsating rapid flow quickly. 
”主，＿＿ t

Noting that J=--"'-i{一，←1.486a:p i J= ( slope) J and f＝生， forf>l ( 
b" 

larger discharge), the critical flow curve in each chart has ： ~early equal 

J, but the value cf J in Fig.5. is larger than that cf Fig.9. For pulsating 

flow curve, J-value is also larger in Fig. 5 than that in Fig.9 for f>0.5 

but in both cases, J increases with the value f. 

From these phenomena, we conclude that the best hydraulic section 

need larger J, or larger S (steeper slope) to change the flow conditions, 

i.e. from tranquil flow to steady rapid flow and from steady rapid flow 

to pulsating rapid flow. Therefore, the best seetion has more head loss 

than the ” 1 on 1" section. But for small fCf<O. 5)the slope of the sloped 

lines in the two charts are nearly equal. For nearly equal f, these charts 

indicate that Fig.5 has smaller J value. This means that for a small 

constant discharge Q, the best section has smaller J or turning to 

pulsating flow fa~.ter than the section ” l onl九 and is more effective. 

(d) By comparing Fig.5 and Fig.9 for f>0.5, Fig.5 has smaller tranguil flow 

region and larger pulsating rapid flow region than Fig.9, and in both 

case~ .• the steady rapid flow region are nearly equal. But when f<0.5 ( 

small discharge), Fig.5 has larger steady rapid flow region than Fig. 9. 

From these we conclude that the best section is somewhat less stable. 

<B > Round-cornered rectangular section and non-rounded rectangular section.(Fig. 

6. and Fig. 10 respectively): 

(a) Consider the critical depth curve, when f=5, t=0.76andt=0.92inFig.6 

and Fig.10, resp巴ctively, Thus for con巴tant Q, the critical depth of round

cornered secticn is lower than the square『cornered section. This indicates 

that the roundedεection has larger interval of depth for tranquil flow 

regicn and therefore is more stable and is much effective. 

(b) For pulsating flow curve, when f=5,s=0.47 and t=0.46 in Fig.6 and Fig. 

10 respect iγel仇 For either valnes of E also get the sarn巴 result. It mean~ 

that the depth cf turning frcm 巳teady rapid flow to pulsating rapid flow. 

the rounded section is scmewhat greater and has ~.maller interval of 

depth. Therefore the stability of the rounded section is somewhat 

reduced. 

s告 bt
( c) By J = n -, and the base width b in both 臼ctions are ~.omewhat 

different , but with power 告 ， they reduce to nearly equal value. There

fo間， for the same ff, the value of J for both curves in Fig.6 is smaller 

than that of Fig.10, This concludes that the energy gradient of the 

rounded section is smaller and also the loss of head is reduced. Therefore, 

the flow in rounded section is more stable than the non、rounded section. 

But in the case of small discharge 哼＜0.2,), J values of both sections 
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are nearly the 胡me.

[C> Parabolic section and semicircular section (Fig.7 and Fig.11, respectively).: 

Of all poen-channel cross sections having a given area, the semicircle has the 

smallest wetted perimeter, and it is therefore the cross section of highest 

hydraulic efficiency. Escoffier and Boyd have derived a d~sign chart for circular 

section and was copied in Fig. 11. In the case of semicircular section, t,三五0.50,

and y＝旱， In Fig. 11, the 叫or used 臼t-lines to represent the upper sem 

icircle for t>O. 50 and full-lines the required lower semicircle corresponding t 0 

t：玉0.50. We compare and discuss the parabolic and semicircular sections 

as follows. 

(a) Critical depth curve as reference, when [;=1,{;=0.48inFig.7and{;=0.42 

in Fig. 11. This shows that the critical depth of parabolic section is 

higher than the semicircular section. But for ~pulsating flow curve, if 

we choose again ~＝ 1 t=0.24 in Fig. 7 and t=0.26 in Fig. 11, it is just 

opposite to the former case and the depth of flow from steady rapid to 

pulsating rapid, the parabolic section is somewhat smaller. 

\ b) From above phenomena, we conclude that for a given discharge Q, the 

depth interval of tranguil flow for the parabolic section is smaller than 

the semicircle, but the interval of steady rapid flow is lower and turning 

to pulsating rapid flow region later than the semicircular section. This 

shows that the parabolic section is more stable and much effective than 

the semicircular section. 

( c) In a parabolic section, when ~＝ 0. 話， both curves have minimum value 

of J (critical depth curve, {;=0.22; pulsating flow curve, t=0.11). For 

the other [;, J values increase rapidly as [; varied. This indicates that 

the hydraulic gradient of this section is steeper and the loss of head 

would be larger than the semicircular section. 

( d) In parabolic section (Fig.7],{;values are plotted from 0. 02 to 1. 58, but 

semicircular section (Fig.11), the greatest t value is 0. 50. Thus for large 

Q in tranquil flew, the parabolic section is much more effective· than the 

circular one. 

[D> Round-bottomed triangular section. (Fig. 8): 

(a) Since t＝÷＝卡（b=T in t協 case), the unrou耐d t巾ngular section 

has unique t value for they have the same ratio of y to T. When the 

inter田cting angle 0=90。， t= 0. 50. For the rounded section, t has different 

value for different y. Thus when y is small, since the bottom is rounded, 

so that t varies quickly as y increases uniformly. But for large y, {; will 

approach the limiting value 0. 5 and when y• co, t=0.5. 

(b) By e:=L486αp吾 J, slope=1.486ap 寺， the computed slopes for t = 0.02~ 0.50 

are so closely that the design chart is very difficult to construct. In Fig. 
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8, the author constructed in two portions, including a complete critical 

depth curve and a segment of pulsating flow curve, instead of a complete 

design chart. From Table 4 er the small chart in the upper-left corner 

of Fig. 8, the critical depth curve is very short and for each {;, the value 

cf J is approach to the definite number 6. Whereas the pulsating flow 

curve, the slope is very close to the slopping line of each l;, and the 

variation of the c口rve for J values varying from 330 to 410 are plotted in 

the major part cf Fig.8. The lower part is belong to the steady rapid 

flow region and the upper part is the pulsating rapid flow region. 

( c ) In the case of 90。 V-shape channel (unrounded 90° triangular section, or 

µ=0 in r ＝µ）弓， the slopped-line in ~－J diagram which computed directly 

from those parameters is approximately coincide with the line of t = 0. 35 

and is also represented in this chart. 

( d) The critical flew curve in this chart indicates that the critical flow 
6 6 

cccurs cnly at the interval f =0.58~ 0.66, or Q=0.58 T Z ～0.66T 弋 since

Q Q f ＝一－ = (b = T in this section), J values CJ 0) are ranging from 5. 75 
b旱 T喜

to 6.05, and is similar to the sections of trapezoid and round-cornered 

rectangle. Whereas the pulsating flow curve, J values CJ 1) are starting 

from 165.4 when t=0.02 to 1637.0 when l;=0.50 and for the ordinary 

triangular section (unrcunded), J i• co. These indicate that the tranquil 

flow of the rounded secticn is nearly the same as the other sections, but 

the steady rapid flow region is larger. Besides, for ihe unrounded section, 

J I • oo, it means that near the end of the steady flow region, the energy 

loss would be very large and the efficiency is very much reduced. But 

in the case of the rounded section, the energy or head loss would be 

smaller and increases rapidly as the value of t increases. 

X. Conclusion: 

(a) Four de巳ign charts have been derived by the author as shown in Figs. 

5, 6, 7 and 8, are provided for use by engineers concerned with the 

hydraulics of open channels. 

( b) These charts not only serve as a graphical determination of the type of 

flow existing in a channel, but also contribute to a better understanding 

of the phenomena involved in the flow. 

( c) For trapezoidal channel sections, the section with flatter side slopes has 

smaller head loss and is also more stable than the one having steeper 

side slopes for an ordinary discharge. But in the case of small d ischarge, 

t <O. 5 or Q<O. 5 bN (cfs), the best trapezoidal section seems somewhat 

more effective (with small head loss) than the others. 

( d) For r ectangular channel sections, the round-cornered section has smaller 

energy loss ana thus more efficient than the square-cornered section ( 
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unrounded, i.e. r = 0). In the flow of high stage, the rounded section is 

much more stable than the unrounded one, but in low stage, the rounded 

section is somewhat less effective. In general, we may adopt: the 

round-cornered !:.ection to reduce its energy loss and also to increase its 

stability in ordinary stage of flow. Furthermore, the designer will be 

better to make the rounding radius r as large as possible. 

( e) Between parabolic and semicircular sections, the former has larger depth 

interval of steady rapid flow zone but smaller interval in tranquil flow 

zone than the latter. Therefore, in high stage flow the parabolic section 

is more efficient, and in low stage flow the semicircular section is more 

efficient. Besides, the semicircular section has smaller head loss than the 

parabolic section, but the depth cf the latter one can be increased 

continuously without limit. From these, we conclude that the parabolic 

section may be used with high efficiency in the case of high stage flow. 

( f) For triangular sections, the round-bottomed section has smaller energy 

loss than the unrounded section. The steady rapid flow zone is also larger 

than other sections such as parabolic and rounded or unrounded rectan

gular sections. It can be used effectively in the flow of smaller discharge 

and the rounding radius r is also made as large as possible. The plotted 

chart (Fig. 8) can not be used in actual design, but it serves as a guide 

in examinning the flow nature and the characteristics of the rounded 

and unrounded rectangular sections. 

( g) This study is due to analytical derivation and therefore, is a way of 

theoretical approach. But in the similar study which was proposed by 

Escoffier and Boyd in Nov. 1962, had been checked by a series of proto

type tests on the Fort Randall spillway chute in June 1960 and also at 

the laboratory of the State University of Iowa. In fact, the theory and 

method of these two studies are the same, therefore the analysis and 

the final results of the present study will be valid in the same way. 
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各種不同斷面之茶道穩定分析及其研討

何智式＊

摘要

Francis F. Escoffier 及Marden B. Boyd 兩氏於 1962 年在美國土木工程師學會會報（Pro

ceedings of ASCE,”Journal of the Hydraulics Division,’, Vol.88, No. HY6. Nov. 1962, 

Part I) K發表，曾t~用三經多變數以分析矩形、梯形及圓形各種斷面渠道之穩定性，並繪製1：述各

種斷面之l圖表，）主（共渠道：0:計者之參考。

又據L. Prandtl 氏之研究，在渠道新函中，方角之斷面所產生之次水流（Secondary flow) 

較園角之斷！函（Round-cornered section）為大，因此其能量立損失亦大。筆者據此提示，乃就筍，

用主無形及三角形兩種渠道新函，將底部方角處改為圓角，並白日拋物線鐵f面及最高效率之梯形斷函，

一兵團種，仿 Escoffier 及 Boyd 兩氏之方法分析，並繪製該回種新面之圖表，以供設計者使用，

並可判斷各種水位之流狀及其穩定性。最後又將筆者前描製之各圖表其上列兩民而描製之部分圖表兩

者在指頭、流！快及穩定各｝jj函作一詳盡之研討， Q(比較及研判各種園角斷面在妓東主之優劣。
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